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ABSTRACT: Small organic conjugated systems displaying one dimensional stacking motifs in
the solid state that facilitate charge propagation are highly desirable. Non-covalent interactions,
although weak, can synergistically provide those supramolecular architectures with large binding
energies and associated thermal integrity. Amongst the plethora of intermolecular interactions
contributing towards the overall lattice energy and stability of the charge propagation
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supramolecular architectures, H-bonding interactions are well known to play a pivotal role.
Despite their critical contribution, the positions of hydrogen atoms in X-ray crystallographic data
are parameterised, which can lead to significant changes in the computed intermolecular
interactions. Herein, we report for the first time, an analysis of the role that the optimisation of the
H atoms in X-ray structures has on the computed intermolecular interactions energies in
diketopyrrolopyrroles. A large dataset comprising 94 dimer pairs from 19 different DPP-based
systems, including three pigment analogues, was employed. In total, more than 1400 H-X chemical
bonds were considered and optimised using the M06-2X density functional at the 6-311G(d) level.
Intermolecular interactions were computed for the H-optimised geometries and compared to those
from non-optimised counterparts. We report that in 35 out of the 94 dimer pairs investigated (37%),
that computed intermolecular interactions were at least 2.5 kJ mol-1 larger on progression to the
H-optimised geometries. In turn, lower computed values were yielded upon H-optimisation were
computed for 8 out of the 94 dimer pairs (8%), with one case exhibiting a difference greater than
2.5 kJ mol-1. In line with the negligible changes to electron density and wavefunction overlap, the
computed changes on the transfer integrals for hole and electron were always lower than 1 kJ mol1

. The observed changes to computed intermolecular interactions can play a critical role in

determining the thermal integrity of the supramolecular structures and charge propagation
channels, and thus in the absence of neutron diffraction data, H atoms should be optimised prior
to computation. We envisaged that the results herein will be of interest to the extensive scientific
community devoted to the understanding of intermolecular interactions in organic conjugated
systems and the realisation of superior charge transfer mediating materials, and given the plethora
of intermolecular interactions investigated, are not solely limited to those exploiting
diketopyrrolopyrrole-based architectures.
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INTRODUCTION
The contribution of hydrogen atoms to intermolecular interactions (ΔECP), which are not solely
restricted to H bonds, is ubiquitous in chemical and biological systems. These interactions are
known to play a key role in defining the strength of the overall intermolecular interactions and
associated conformational changes in a number of processes from protein binding interactions to
charge transfer mechanisms in optoelectronic materials.1–8 Accordingly, accurate determination of
their location around heavy atoms in molecular systems is widely acknowledged to play a key role
in the fundamental understanding of such interactions that can ultimately lead to the development
and engineering of superior alternatives. Accurate determination of the lengths of chemical bonds
bearing H atoms and their exact location does not represent a trivial task, particularly using routine
X-ray diffraction instrumentation, and is somewhat limited to less available neutron diffraction
facilities.9–13 Consequently, considerable efforts have been devoted to the development of novel
approaches that can be routinely implemented to X-ray diffraction data to yield comparable results
to those obtained by neutron diffraction.9,11,13–18 Among these different approaches, free
refinement of the hydrogen atom coordinates by an independent atom model is known to result in
X-H distances which are shorter than those obtained by neutron diffraction analyses. Subsequently,
the use of aspherical atomic scattering factors instead of the more commonly used independent
atom model in the refinement in the Hirshfeld Atom Refinment (HAR) model has demonstrated
to represent a superior alternative.17,18 Another approach is to place the hydrogen atoms according
to previous refinement criteria, leading however to inaccurate positions, particularly in molecular
systems where the environment (i.e. presence of strong inter- and/or intramolecular H bonds)
denotes a significant contribution. In an aim to improve X-ray diffraction data in relation to the
position of the hydrogen atoms, some approaches employ neutron diffraction data to accurately
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locate their position, either by constraining the positions in the refinement to those obtained by
neutron diffraction or by elongating the X-H bond lengths to values obtained by neutron
diffraction. However, if the hydrogen atoms are involved in significant stabilising interactions, the
yielded geometry is still inaccurate. More recently, methodologies based on theoretical
calculations have been exploited, with observed results that are in good agreement to those
obtained by neutron diffraction.9,11

Figure 1. Diketopyrrolopyrrole structures bearing phenyl (left), furan (centre) and thiophene
(right) core rings. Red and dark blue solid lines illustrate the long and short molecular axes
respectively.
Whilst the development of novel approaches for the accurate location of hydrogen atoms from Xray diffraction data still denotes a field of active research, to the best of our knowledge there
remains a lack of understating on the effect that these optimisations may bear on the theoretical
calculation of intermolecular interactions and associated properties, such as charge transfer
integrals, in small conjugated organic materials. Along these lines, we are particularly interested
in the realisation of superior diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) based platforms (Figure 1) that can find
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applicability as charge transfer mediating materials in optoelectronic devices, whereby the charge
transfer properties are strongly influenced by the formation of one-dimensional π-π
supramolecular stacking motifs which serve as desirable charge propagation channels.19–24
Experimentally observed supramolecular architectures as well as their integrity; critical in the
design and realisation of optimum performers due to the reported sensitivity of transfer integrals
to small intermonomer displacements, is determined by intermolecular interactions that in most
cases are X---H in nature.5–7,21 In this regard, it is of particular note that even in cases where the
monomers within the one-dimensional supramolecular motifs are not significantly held together
by intermolecular interactions involving H atoms, due to relative orientation of the monomers with
respect to one another, the overall lattice stabilisation and thus the integrity of the charge
propagation channels is often controlled by intermolecular contacts that involve H atoms.
DPP based systems are often associated with close H-bonding intermolecular interactions between
electronegative oxygen atoms in the core carbonyl groups and electropositive H atoms within the
core rings and/or N-substituents. These type of interatomic contacts have also been observed to be
largely responsible for the intermolecular interactions in other widely used organic materials such
as perylenes and rubrene based materials.6,7 Consequently, the location of the H atoms in small
organic conjugated materials, can result in changes to the computed intermolecular interactions
that can ultimately modify our understanding of their supramolecular arrangements, thermal
integrity of desirable charge propagation channels and overall device performance.
Inspired by these findings and underpinned by our previous work on engineering novel DPP based
materials by performing systematic and rational substitutions, we report an in-depth analysis on
the role that the computational optimisation of H atom positions from X-ray diffraction data bears
on the computed ΔECP and associated charge transfer energies in DPPs. Examination of the
5

Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) confirmed to us the absence of any neutron diffraction data
on DPP architectures. Our study encompasses a comprehensive dataset comprising 94 different
nearest neighbour dimer pairs from 19 distinct DPPs,19–23,25–27 resulting in more than 1400 X-H
bonds that are explored. In order to account for the different ‘environments’ of these interactions,
optimisation of the H atom positions was carried out using dimeric systems and not the monomeric
units. Additionally, transfer integrals for both hole and electron transfer were also computed for
the optimised geometries and compared to those obtained for the non-optimised ones. In short, our
work reveals that if neutron diffraction instrumentation is not available, the position of H atoms in
X-ray geometries should be optimised prior to the computation of intermolecular interactions and
that the use of M06-2X density functional28 at 6-311G(d) level in dimeric and not monomeric
systems denotes a preferred approach. Out of the 94 dimer pairs investigated, in 35 of them (37%)
we observed differences in ΔECP on progression from X-ray to H-optimised geometries greater
than 2.5 kJ mol-1, with one case exhibiting an increase of more than 10 kJ mol-1. In turn, 8 out of
the 94 dimer pairs investigated were characterised by a decrease in the intermolecular interaction
upon H-optimisation. However, in all cases bar one, that energy difference was observed to be
lower than 2.5 kJ mol-1. Lastly, following the optimisation of the H atoms, changes lower than 1
kJ mol-1 in the computed charge transfer integrals were observed in all cases, in line with the
negligible changes to electron density and wavefunction overlap. Importantly, and in relation to
the large number of different types of intermolecular interactions evaluated in this work, we
anticipate our findings to be of interest and transferable to those engaged in the judicious design
and subsequent development of novel architectures bearing core motifs other than the DPP one.
The rest of the paper is laid out as follows: firstly, we detail the computational methodology
employed in the optimisation of the H-atoms and the subsequent theoretical determination of
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intermolecular interaction and charge transfer integrals in all investigated dimer pairs. We dedicate
the first part of the Results and Discussion section to the examination of the effects of Hoptimisation on reported DPP pigments. This is subsequently followed by the investigation of a
series of N-substituted DPPs: i) symmetrical and asymmetrical architectures bearing halogen
atoms on the para position of the core phenyl rings, ii) systems characterised by isosteric fluorine
substitutions and iii) N-benzyl and N-alkyl systems exhibiting heteroaromatic substitutions on the
core rings. The last part of this section is devoted to the observed effects on the computed charge
transfer integrals upon H-optimisation. Finally, we summarise our conclusions.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Optimisation of H atom positions. The optimisation of the H atoms was carried out by freezing
the position of all the heavy atoms and leaving the H atoms to freely optimise their position. In all
cases, X-ray geometries were employed as the starting point of the H-optimisation calculations
and all calculations were performed on crystal derived dimer supramolecular architectures and not
the monomeric units (vide supra). The H-optimisation calculations were carried out by means of
M06-2X density functional28 at 6-311G(d) level as implemented in Spartan 10 software.
Intermolecular interaction energies, ΔECP. Upon optimisation of the position of the H atoms in
the dimeric architectures, the intermolecular interaction energies were calculated and compared to
those previously reported by us for their non H-optimised counterparts. For consistency, we used
Truhlar’s M06-2X28 density functional at the 6-311G(d) level as implemented in Spartan 10
software.29 All computed intermolecular interactions were corrected for Basis Set Superposition
Error (BSSE) following the method described by Boys and Bernardi,30 which can be expressed as:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
∆𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
− 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
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𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
where 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
denotes the energy of the dimer pair in the dimer basis and 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 and 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 represent the

energy of the monomers (A and B) in the dimer pair basis.

Charge transfer integrals, th/e. The transfer integrals for both, hole (th) and electron (te) were
computed within the framework of the energy splitting in dimer method,31 which can be written
as:
2
∆𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = �(𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 − 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵 )2 + 4𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

where EA, EB represent the site energies of the monomers A and B and tAB the charge transfer
integral of the AB dimer pair. Herein, due to computational limitations, we only report the charge
transfer integrals for centrosymmetric dimer pairs where the site energies of the monomers in the
dimer pair are identical. As such, th (te) can be equated to half the splitting between the HOMO
(LUMO) and HOMO-1 (LUMO+1) supramolecular orbitals of the dimer pair. These calculations
were performed employing the M06-2X density functional28 at the 6-311G(d) level, as
implemented in Spartan 10 software.29

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Computed intermolecular interactions, ΔECP in DPP-based pigments. The different solubility
of DPPs in organic solvents when comparing pigment with dye analogues is widely known to be
associated to strong intermolecular H bonding interactions between electronegative carbonyl
oxygen atoms and electropositive amide hydrogens, which are disrupted upon N-substitution.32–34
Consequently, it was of interest to evaluate the effects of H-optimisation on the computed
intermolecular interactions in the three DPP pigments investigated, namely HDPP,26 ClDPP25 and
PDPP,27 with names in the form of XDD where X denotes the substitution on the para position of
the phenyl core rings (i.e. P = phenyl).
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Figure 2. Capped stick illustration of the dimer pair II and IV of HDPP (left) and ClDPP (right)
along the x (top) and z (bottom) molecular axes.
Two out the five nearest neighbour dimer pairs in HDPP were observed to exhibit variations in
ΔECP greater than 2.5 kJ mol-1 on progression from X-ray to H-optimised geometries. In both cases,
H-optimisation led to greater ΔECP in both dimer pairs (6.31 and 3.93 kJ mol-1 for dimer pair I and
II respectively, SI2), primarily ascribed to the shortening of the O---H interactions (1.816/1.801
and 3.038/2.846 Å for the X-ray/H-optimised of dimer pair I and II respectively). In the case of
dimer pair II of HDPP, due to the intermonomer displacement along the short molecular axis, the
interatomic contact involves the ortho phenyl H atom and not the amide one. Halogen substitution
on the para position of the core phenyl rings leads a significantly different packing motif in
ClDPP.25,26 We observed that only one out of the five nearest dimer pairs is characterised by a
change in ΔECP exceeding 2.5 kJ mol-1 upon H optimisation (dimer pair IV, 4.59 kJ mol-1). As
9

opposed to dimer pair II of HDPP, the greater stabilisation cannot be associated to closer Hbonding interactions but to a number of enhanced dipole-dipole interactions in the slipped co-facial
dimer pair arrangement, facilitated by the smaller displacement along the short molecular axis5
(5.47 and 4.08 Å for dimer pair II of HDPP and dimer pair IV of ClDPP respectively).
Interestingly, in the case of the biphenyl analogue of HDPP, PDPP, the largest increase in the
computed intermolecular interaction of all investigated systems on optimisation of the H atoms
was computed. Whilst dimer pairs I and II for PDPP exhibit greater stabilisations in line with those
observed for HDPP and ClDPP, the computed ΔECP for dimer pair II was 19.00 kJ mol-1 greater
upon H-optimisation (SI2). However, after careful evaluation we ascribed this large energy
difference to issues in the quality of the crystal structure, particularly in relation to the CHN angles
and the positions of the H atoms and cannot attribute it solely to a result of the H optimisation
carried out.

Computed ΔECP in end-capped halogen substituted DPPs. On progression to soluble DPPs,
obtained by carrying out substitutions on the lactam nitrogen atoms, the above described C=O--H-N intermolecular interactions are disrupted (Figure 2). Nonetheless, an important component of
the total lattice binding energy is attributed to intermolecular interactions that involve
electronegative carbonyl oxygen atoms (vide infra). Simultaneously, N-substitution results in
changes to the packing motifs and the emergence of one-dimensional π-π stacking supramolecular
architectures affording desirable charge propagation channels.5
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Table 1. Intermonomer displacements and computed intermolecular interactions, ΔECP for X-ray
and H-optimised π-π dimer pairs of HBDPP, ClBDPPα, ClBDPPβ, BrBDPP, IBDPP, mBrBDPP
and mIBDPP.
ΔECP / kJ mol-1
DPP

Δx / Å

Δy / Å

Δz / Å
X-ray

H-optimised

% difference

HBDPP

4.52

0.05

3.44

-70.12

-77.44

10.44

ClBDPPβ

5.13

0.28

3.38

-69.60

-77.62

11.52

ClBDPPα

9.39

1.22

3.22

-42.51

-46.13

8.52

BrBDPP

8.44

0.05

3.37

-39.46

-44.05

11.63

IBDPP

9.40

0.31

3.32

-35.52

-37.96

6.87

mBrDPP

3.57

0.23

3.42

-79.16

-86.08

8.74

mIBDPP

3.55

0.05

3.66

-79.36

-87.25

9.94

Within the series of halogenated N-benzyl substituted DPPs,21,22 all of which conform to one
dimensional π-π stacking motifs where the degree of intermonomer slip is controlled by the
halogen substitution, it was interesting to observe that in all cases, computed ΔECP were larger by
more than 2.5 kJ mol-1 (2.44 kJ mol-1 for the π-π dimer pair of IBDPP) on progression from X-ray
to H-optimised geometries of the π-π dimer pairs. These systems were given names in the form of
XYDPP, where X and Y denote the substitutions on the para positions of the core rings and lactam
nitrogen atoms respectively.
11

Figure 3. Capped stick illustration of the π-π dimer pairs of HBDPP, ClBDPPβ, mBrBDPP and
mIBDPP.

Via analysis of the data summarised in Table 1, it was apparent that greater increases in the
intermolecular interaction upon H-optimisation were computed for those dimer pairs characterised
by smaller shifts along their long molecular axes. In the case of HBDPP and ClBDPPβ, this can
be primarily attributed to intermolecular H-bonding interactions between electronegative carbonyl
oxygen atoms and methylene protons as well as a meta hydrogen within the core phenyl rings, as
illustrated in Figure 3, which become closer upon H-optimisation (O---H (methylene) of
2.850/2.734 and O---H (meta) 3.069/2.976 Å for X-ray/H-optimised geometries of HBDPP and
ClBDPPβ respectively) The closer long molecular axes alignment in the case of the π-π dimer
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pairs of mBrBDPP and mIBDPP results in more distanced interatomic contacts between the
carbonyl oxygens and methylene protons than those observed in the π-π dimer pair of HBDPP
(3.280/3.187 and 3.213/3.108 Å for mBrBDPP and mIBDPP respectively). However, closer O--H (meta) were observed in the case of the two mono-halogenated systems when compared to
HBDPP and ClBDPPβ (3.053, 2.976, 2.806 and 2.807 Å for the H-optimised π-π dimer pairs of
HBDPP, ClBDPPβ, mBrBDPP and mIBDPP respectively) which affords similar increases in
computed ΔECP upon H-optimisation (see Table 1).

Figure 4. Capped stick illustration of the π-π dimer pairs of ClBDPPα, BrBDPP and IBDPP.
In turn, a lower increment in ΔECP on progression to H-optimised geometries was observed for
those dimer pairs characterised by larger intermonomer displacement along their long molecular
axes, namely ClBDPPα, BrBDPP and IBDPP, where stabilising H-bonding interactions are either
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absent (i.e. BrBDPP and IBDPP) or weaker (ClBDPPα) than those described for π-π dimer pairs
more closely aligned along the long molecular axis. The increase in ΔECP for the H-optimised
geometry in the case of the BrBDPP and IBDPP systems can be attributed to enhanced dipoledipole interactions between the overlapping core phenyls for the elongated C-H bonds on Hoptimisation as illustrated in Figure 4. Interestingly, close O---H (meta) and Cl---H (ortho)
interatomic contacts are afforded in ClBDPPα, facilitated by the larger intermonomer slip along
the short molecular axis (Δy = 1.22 Å) despite the similar Δx to IBDPP (Δx = 9.39 and 9.40 Å for
the π-π dimer pairs of ClBDPPα and IBDPP respectively) where analogous interactions were
absent. The smaller increase in the ΔECP observed upon H-optimisation for ClBDPPα than for its
β polymorph (ΔECP = -42.51/-46.13 and -69.60/-77.62 kJ mol-1 for X-ray/H-optimised geometries
of α and β polymorphs of ClBDPP respectively) despite the closer interatomic contacts in their
optimised geometries (i.e. O---H (meta) of 2.861 and 2.976 Å for the α and β polymorphs
respectively), can be accounted for on the basis of the additional stabilising intermolecular
interactions that are absent in the alpha polymorph (i.e. H-bonding interactions involving
methylene H atoms and additional dipole-dipole interactions between the conjugated cores which
are stronger upon elongation of the C-H bonds in the H-optimised geometries). The latter illustrates
that optimisation of H atoms based upon X-ray geometries is important, even in cases where strong
close O---H intermolecular interactions are not responsible for the stabilisation of supramolecular
architectures.
Computed ΔECP in fluorine-containing DPPs. Materials with superior performance are highly
sought after and their identification has motivated material scientists worldwide to explore novel
substitutions. The use of isosteric fluorine-hydrogen substitutions in small conjugated systems has
attracted increased interest and has been reported for a number of small conjugated systems with
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views of exploiting them in optoelectronic devices as charge transfer mediating materials.19,20,35–
41

Along these lines, we have previously reported DPPs whereby the systematic isosteric fluorine-

substitutions resulted in significant changes to the packing motifs and therefore to the nature of
the stabilising intermolecular interactions.19,20 Irrespective of the supramolecular architecture of
these fluorine-containing systems, it was observed that fluorine atoms engaged in a number of
weak interatomic interactions, such as C-F---H, C-F---πF and C-F---π, and not strong H-bonding
interactions despite the large electronegativity of fluorine.42–47

Figure 5. Capped stick illustration of the dimer pairs III (left) and IV (right) of THHBDPP.

Herein, we explored the effect of H-optimisation on the computed ΔECP on these fluorinesubstituted systems, namely THHBDPP, THFBDPP, HFFBDPP and HFHBDPP.19,20 These
were adorned names in the form of XYZDPP, where X and Y represent the substitutions on the
para (T = -CF3) and meta positions of the core phenyl rings, respectively. In turn, Z denotes
isosteric substitution of the phenylic hydrogen atoms for fluorine atoms within the benzyl groups.
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It is of note that, unlike the findings described for the halogenated series (vide supra), only two of
the π-π dimer pairs of the F-containing systems investigated exhibited an increase in the computed
intermolecular interaction upon optimisation of the H atoms. In the case of the π-π dimer pair of
THHBDPP, this can be attributed to the very large intermonomer slip along the long molecular
axis (Δx = 14.80 Å), which precludes any close interatomic contact involving H atoms (Figure 5).
Similarly, the long Δx slip in HFFBDPP (Δx = 9.13 Å), leads to highly separated intermonomeric
contacts that result in negligible additional stability upon H-optimisation. Nonetheless, two out of
the four nearest neighbour dimer pairs of THHBDPP do exhibit increments in their computed
ΔECP upon H-optimisation that exceed 2.5 kJ mol-1. In this regard, it is of interest that whilst in the
case of dimer pair IV this can be solely ascribed to O---H (ortho) contacts at 2.638 and 2.520 Å in
X-ray and H-optimised geometries, the additional stabilisation observed in dimer pair III results is
attributed to the synergistic effect of O---H (meta) and F---H (para) that are shorter upon elongation
of the respective C-H bonds (2.811/2.682 and 2.979/2.898 Å for O---H and F---H distances in Xray/H-optimised dimer geometries respectively).
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Figure 6. Capped stick illustration of the π-π dimer pairs of THFBDPP (II) and HFHBDPP (II
and IV).

In turn, larger ΔECP were computed upon H-optimisation for the π-π dimer pairs of THFBDPP
and HFHBDPP. The latter exhibits a ‘classic’ slipped-cofacial π- π dimer (IV) and a dimer pair
(II), characterised by the overlap of the core rings in a ‘head-to-tail’ relative orientation as
illustrated in Figure 6. Both of the dimer pairs in HFHBDPP are characterised by larger ΔECP
(3.38 and 5.89 kJ mol-1 for dimer pair II and IV respectively, SI2) on progression to their optimised
dimer geometries. Larger stabilisation energies can be attributed to close contacts in both dimer
pairs as a result of their unique intermonomer slips as illustrated in Figure 6 (Δx/Δy/Δz =
10.08/3.13/2.99 and 3.72/0.35/4.05 Å for dimer pair II and IV of HFHBDPP respectively). The
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greater ΔECP in dimer pair II is associated to close H-bonding intermolecular interactions between
electronegative oxygen atoms and electropositive phenyl H atoms in the para positions of the core
rings, which are shortened from 2.552 to 2.411 Å upon H-optimisation. In turn, the smaller Δx in
dimer pair IV facilitates alternative short contacts, particularly F---H (methyl and benzyl) in nature,
separated by 2.716 and 2.626 Å on progression to H-optimised geometries. The larger increase in
the computed intermolecular interaction energy upon optimisation in the case of dimer pair IV is
further attributed to a number of dipole-dipole interactions throughout the conjugated backbones,
which are strengthened due to elongation of the C-H bond lengths (i.e. 0.990/0.950-0.951 and
1.093/1.082-1.087 Å for aliphatic/aromatic C-H bond lengths in the X-ray and H-optimised dimer
geometries).

Figure 7. Capped sticks illustration of dimer pair III of THFBDPP.

In relation to the other structural analogue of the fluorinated series, THFBDPP, we report a
decrease in the computed intermolecular interaction energy on progression to the H-optimised
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dimer geometry (ΔECP = -38.55 and -33.37 kJ mol-1 respectively) for its dimer pair III (Figure 7).
Upon examination of the optimised and non-optimised geometries, we observed a longer
interatomic distance between the carbonyl oxygen atoms and methylene protons (2.801 and 2.842
Å in the X-ray and H-optimised dimer geometries of dimer pair III) despite the computed
elongation of the C-H bond (0.990 and 1.085 Å respectively). In turn, the longer O---H interatomic
distance observed upon H-optimisation can be attributed to a decrease in the H-C(methyl)-N angle
from 108.43 to 103.92°. On the other hand, dimer pair II of THFBDPP exhibits a greater computed
intermolecular interaction on progression to the H-optimised geometry, associated to the
shortening of two weak H-bonding intermolecular interactions between carbonyl oxygens and
methylene protons (2.612 and 2.530 Å on going to H-optimised geometry) and ortho-phenyl H
atoms (2.914 and 2.795 Å in the X-ray and H-optimised geometries respectively), which are
illustrated in Figure 6.
Computed ΔECP in heteroatom substituted DPPs. In tandem with systematic isosteric
substitution of fluorine for hydrogen atoms on common core motifs in DPPs, heteroatom
substitutions on the core rings as well as N-substituent effects have been explored in an effort to
rationalise material properties with device performance.21,23,48–50 We recently reported23 that
contrary to popular belief,51 DPP systems bearing N-benzyl and phenyl core rings represent
optimum theoretical alternatives for hole transport processes compared to furan and thiophene
counterparts, despite the greater dihedral angle between these core rings and the DPP core.23
Remarkably, large electron transfer integrals were computed for DPP systems bearing
furan/thiophene core rings and long alkyl chains on the lactam nitrogen atoms, which further
warrant the experimental determination of their mobilities in single crystal OFETs.
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Table 2. Intermonomer displacements and computed intermolecular interactions for X-ray and Hoptimised π-π dimer pairs of HBDPP, FBDPP, TBDPP, HADPP, FADPP and TADPP.
ΔECP / kJ mol-1
DPP

Δx / Å

Δy / Å

Δz / Å
X-ray

H-optimised

% difference

HBDPP

4.52

0.05

3.44

-70.12

-77.44

10.44

FBDPP

4.11

1.78

3.38

-78.53

-83.71

6.60

TBDPP

2.96

3.26

3.45

-74.47

-79.78

7.13

HADPP

3.57

2.32

3.54

-59.94

-69.19

15.43

FADPP

3.57

0.15

3.31

-72.03

-74.32

3.18

TADPP

4.04

0.05

3.53

-65.45

-69.80

6.65

In relation to the computed ΔECP upon H-optimisation of their X-ray dimer geometries, we observe
that in all cases the key π-π dimer pairs exhibit greater computed ΔECP upon H-optimisation (Table
2 for details). In N-benzylated systems, namely HBDPP, TBDPP and FBDPP, where T and F
denote the use of thiophene and furan core rings instead of phenyl, an increase in the computed
intermolecular interaction energies is primarily attributed to short O---H contacts (methylene in
the case of HBDPP and FBDPP and ortho-phenyl in the case of TBDPP) that are shorter in Hoptimised dimer geometries (2.850/2.734, 2.860/2.748 and 2.373 and 2.258 Å for H-optimised/Xray dimer geometries of HBDPP, FBDPP and TBDPP respectively). The larger computed
intermolecular interaction for the phenyl analogue can be accounted for on the basis of additional
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dipole-dipole interactions between the core phenyl ring and the DPP core which are weaker in the
π-π dimer pairs of FBDPP and TBDPP due to larger intermonomer displacements along their
short molecular axes (see Table 2 for details and Figure 8). On progression to their N-alkyl
substituted counterparts, the nature of stabilisation in the π-π dimer pairs is not necessarily
attributed to stronger H-bonding interactions.

Figure 8. Illustration of the π-π dimer pairs of HBDPP, HADPP, TBDPP, TADPP, FBDPP and
FADPP.
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Whilst the π-π dimer pairs of FADPP and TADPP exhibit greater ΔECP upon H-optimisation
which can be ascribed to O---H contacts that become shorter (2.819/2.720 and 2.895/2.742 Å for
X-ray/H-optimised geometries of FADPP and TADPP respectively), the large increase (9.25 kJ
mol-1) in the computed ΔECP of HADPP (PADPP in the original publication23) was observed to
be solely related to dipole-dipole interactions between C-H bonds (Figure 8) that are strengthened
upon elongation of the C-H bond lengths (i.e. 0.930-0.931/1.084-1.085 and 0.960-0.971/1.0921.099 Å for aromatic and aliphatic C-H bond lengths of X-ray/H-optimised geometries
respectively). Accordingly, optimisation of hydrogen atoms in X-ray geometries prior to the
theoretical calculation and evaluation of the intermolecular interactions is warranted even in those
cases where the stabilisation of the dimer pairs does not involve stronger H-bonding interactions.
Computed charge transfer integrals, th/e. Lastly, we explored the effect of H-optimisation on the
computed charge transfer integrals for the π-π dimer pairs. Hole and electron transfer integrals
were computed for all centrosymmetric dimer pair systems contained in this study (56 out of the
94 dimer pairs investigated). We observed that, in all cases, the computed differences in the charge
transfer integrals on progression from X-ray to H-optimised geometries was less than 1 kJ mol-1,
consistent with the negligible changes to the electron density and wavefunction overlap on
elongation of the C-H bond lengths (SI2). However, in light of the reported large sensitivity of
charge transfer integrals to small intermonomer displacements in small organic conjugated
materials,5,6,31 it is anticipated that optimisation of the hydrogen atoms prior to the calculation of
ΔECP is critical in order to more accurately assess the thermal integrity of these systems and their
charge propagation pathways.
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CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have reported for the first time an evaluation on the role that optimisation of the
H atoms in X-ray structures of DPP based organic semiconductors has on their computed
intermolecular interaction energies and charge transfer integrals. To do so, 94 nearest neighbouring
dimer pairs from 19 different DPP-based architectures were evaluated, constituting a total of more
than 1400 X-H interactions. The location of the H atoms was optimised by means of the M06-2X
density functional at the 6-311G(d) level, and the results reveal than in 35 of these investigated
dimer pairs, the computed intermolecular interaction energies on progression to H-optimised
geometries were larger than these of their non-optimised counterparts by more than 2.5 kJ mol-1.
In most cases, these changes were ascribed to closer H-bonding interactions upon elongation of
the H-X chemical bonds upon optimisation of the H atoms. We furthermore observed that in all
cases but one, π-π dimer pairs that conform to desirable one-dimensional stacking motifs exhibited
an increase in their computed intermolecular interactions in the H-optimised geometries;
rationalised on the basis of the different intermonomer slips along both their long and short
molecular axes. It was also observed that in π-π dimer pairs of systems bearing N-alkyl substituents
(i.e. HADPP), large increments in ΔECP on progression to optimised geometries were computed
and attributed to strengthened dipole-dipole interactions between these side chains. Upon
fluorination in the dimer pairs of THFBDPP, a decrease in ΔECP was observed for the H-optimised
dimer geometry, which was accounted for on the basis of the observed longer O---H distance
despite elongation of the C-H bond, due to a structural rearrangement. Lastly, in line with the
negligible changes to wavefunction overlap as a result of H-optimisation, changes in the computed
charge transfer integrals lower than 1 kJ mol-1 were observed in all cases. However, our results
sufficiently justify the optimisation of the H atoms from X-ray diffraction data due to the observed
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changes to computed intermolecular interactions that can play a critical role in the computed
thermal integrity of these charge propagation channels. In relation to the plethora of intermolecular
interactions investigated herein, we anticipate our results to be of interest beyond architectures
bearing the DPP core and as a result hope that this study should be of interest to material scientists
interested in the rational development of superior alternatives to current organic semiconductors.
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